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We  discuss  a  numerical  analysis  of  the  asymptotic  scaling  of  the  growth  rate  and  of  the 
characteristic layer width of reduced-MHD tearing modes, occurring in thin, planar current sheets 
when reconnection depends on more than one non-ideal parameter. This study has been performed 
with a  finite  difference multi-precision eigensolver  [1]  and different  reconnection regimes have 
been investigated,  in  which two non-ideal  parameters  at  a  time intervene:  the  viscous-resistive 
regime and the warm-resistive regime that include both resistivity and electron temperature effects, 
the  warm-inertial  regime  in  which  a  finite  electron  inertia  replaces  resistivity  in  allowing 
reconnection, and the inertial-resistive regime that includes both electron inertia and resistivity. This 
analysis provides the first systematic verification of previous analytical estimates in these regimes 
[2,3,4] and allows new insights on the microscopic scales associated to the linear unstable modes in 
the different wavelength limits, which include both the small- and large-∆’ limit,  as well as the 
fastest growing mode  when a continuum spectrum of unstable mode is destabilised in a thin current 
sheet. First results in the warm-ion regime, in which the role of the ion "FLR" effects are included, 
are also discussed:  while previous theoretical estimates have been confirmed in  the regimes first 
considered in Ref.[4], a different scaling not predicted by previous boundary layer analysis has been 
identified  in  a  different  region  of  the  parameter  space  of  the  large  large-∆’ limit  [5],  which 
evidences an asymmetry between ion and electron-related FLR, as suggested in Ref.[6] . 
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